Learning application of Lampung language based on multimedia software
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Abstract

In the learning method of Lampung language in Junior High School 1 Pugung still using conventional method so that the learning process of Lampung language in Junior High School 1 Pugung become less interactive and less fun so that the students pay less attention to what is delivered by the teacher. Lampung language is one of the regional languages in Indonesia, the language of Lampung itself must be studied when students who are in Lampung province who sit in junior high school. So the author makes a multimedia application using Adobe Flash which is used for learning Lampung language in Junior High School 1 Pugung become more interactive and fun, thus helping students to focus in learning Lampung language.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Background

Nowadays Technology is growing rapidly; it can be seen from various activities that have been supported by technology [1-3]. The wide range of technology enhancement would need to access the process easily in enabling the users to utilise it wisely with assisting various activities more effectively [4-6]. The features of digital computer could be enhanced with expanding the dependable technologies of human for supporting various activities [7-9]. Through this initiative of computer technology, the benefit could be achieved to make easily towards wide range of task [10-12]. The number of such examples in adopting the computer technology is entirely the beneficial value which can help human work in the field of entertainment, economics, education and etc. [13-15]. Moreover, the extension seems look more accurate when expanding this initiative into the process itself mainly towards making an interactive learning method [16-20]. There are many which can still explore in highlighting the wide range of learning method [21-23]. It refers to an effort to assist the growing process of the interest among the students in studying Lampung language.

In addition, the number of multimedia initiative with elaborating the distinctive feature to adopt it wisely refers to potentially enhance digital devices in order to expand the potency which can be achieved [24-27]. Referring to the computers initiative, the number of multimedia could be expanded in order to interpret the utilization in creating the objects such as text, graphics, audio, moving image (video and animation) to become more convenient [28][29][30] in the sense that needs to get access into links and tools that enable the user to navigate, interact and communicate across the number of activities [31-33]. In addition, the initiative in getting multimedia instructional message needs to gather the potential value of communication with containing the number of words and images which can be enhanced to deliver such information more easily [34-36], in communicating with others. Moreover, it is necessary to look into conveying the messages from both electronic and print version.

In case of Junior High School 1 Pugung, the learning method for the language, mainly in Lampung, Indonesia, is determined to get narrow with the conventional approach in that the students get stuck due to obstacles such as boring feeling during the process. Thus, this study aims to critically expand in creating learning application through adopting multimedia with Adobe Flash at Junior High School 1 Pugung.

1.2. Problem formulation

Based on the background of problems that have been described above, this study begins with compiling the following stages:

1) How to create application learning program based on multimedia that can simplify and attract student’s interest in learning Lampung Language.
2) How to help develop teaching methods used by teachers who still feel less attractive to their students.

1.3. Objectives and benefits of research

1.3.1. Research objective

The purpose of this study is to make interactive learning system to Introduction Lampung Letters, Lampung Language Material,
Lampung History, and Lampung Dictionary Based on Multimedia to help teachers in the learning process.

1.3.2. Research benefit

While the benefits of this research are supporting the learning process for teachers to be more interactive so, this application model would give insights into the learning process to be more fun and enjoy the entire process in that the knowledge understanding could be achieved more effectively.

2. Literature review

2.1. Understanding of learning

The attempts in enhancing the process of transferring knowledge and information could be achieved through Information systems with object oriented methodology [37-40]. The potential value of software within the applications should begin with standing application in order to solve the number of tasks including learning process [41-42], material content [43][44], social tasks like teaching initiative [45-46], and also business problems [47-48] and other social issues [49][50]. This distinction attempts to obtain the more appropriate process with applying the software [51-53]. As a result, there should be taken into consideration in enhancing the control process towards the functions in particular decision with the real time [54-56].

In further, the wide initiative of application system refers to expand creating the convenient basis among the users personally and socially [57-59]. Moreover, it is necessary to look into making such goal in the way to complete the various human tasks through underlining such convenient basis [60-62].

2.2. Definition of multimedia

The model of multimedia which can be viewed refers to the number of collection of computer-based media which features the communication systems that have a role to build, store, deliver, and receive information in the form of text, graphics, audio, video, and so forth.

2.3. Multimedia components

Multimedia is using various types of media. There are five types of objects in the whole multimedia system, such as:
1) The text is a word and symbol in various forms, oral and written, is the most common communication system. Although there may be multimedia without text, most multimedia systems use text because a text is very effective at conveying ideas and providing guidance to users.
2) Submitting information that is accompanied by graphic design and interesting text, will feel empty and boring if not accompanied by a sound in it. It takes a narrative or accompanying sound and explains the information conveyed to make it easier to understand.
3) Graph is an object multimedia that is not less important in the form of images, photos and figure either black and white or full colour. Image can be seen with many colours with soft colours or sharp colours but also only black and white.
4) Video in multimedia applications can be taken from video recording, tape recorder, music sound or film. Video is an important part of multimedia that provides kind and resources for multimedia applications
5) Animation is the computer usage to create motion on the screen that makes something an application becomes more alive, with animated series of images in slowly changing and faster, so that it looks combined into the visual illusion of motions.

2.4. Adobe flash

Formerly known by the name of Macromedia Flash, Adobe Flash is one of the computer devices which refer to the number of superior product of adobe system. Before 2005, flash was released by macromedia. Flash 1.0 was launched in 1996 after Macromedia purchased a vector animation program called Future Splash [4][5]. The latest version launched is Macromedia Flash 8. On December 3, 2005 Adobe System acquired macromedia and all its products, so the name Macromedia Flash turned into Adobe Flash.

Learning media based on Adobe Flash is used as a tool to channel information from teacher to student. Adobe Flash is a software animation that is widely used by animators to create professional animations. Adobe Flash with its superiority can be used to create a variety of interesting animations. By using Adobe Flash-based media, the teacher can present the learning materials with writing, graphics and audio contained in the material that attracts interest so that will grow student interest in learning and can improve student achievement.

2.5. Flow chart

Flowcharts or flow charts are charts with graphic symbols that include an algorithmic flow or process that displays symbolized steps in the form of squares, along with their order by linking each step using the arrows. This diagram can provide a step-by-step solution of analysts and programmers to solve problems that exist within the process or algorithm into smaller segments.

2.6. Testing of the software regulatory system

Testing the software system is the process of running and evaluating software manually or automatically to test whether the software meets the functional requirements for a program.

3. Research methods

3.1. Data collection stage

1) Literature Review

That is, by seeking information about theories relating to research from other sources such as books or other sources [4-6].

2) Instrumental Stage

That is where the authors check what components will be used and do research to test the application developed [5-6].

3) Observation

Attempts through analysis and design of information systems refer to the direct observation on the running processes [3-4]. Based on the definition of observation, the observation is a direct observation of the object under investigation.

3.2. Application development stage

There are 3 stages in building multimedia-based learning applications, including as follows [4]:

1) Analysis

This stage is done by analysing the data that has been collected related to the process and the data used by defining the functional requirements, non-functional requirements, and the needs of hardware and software. The tool case used is UML in the form of Use Case and Use Case Narrative.

2) Design

At this stage the authors do the application design that includes the design of the flow of applications (flowchart) and the functions used, the design of the game object characters, navigation structure, screen design and storyboard.

3) Implementation and Testing

Application testing phase using the black box technique is then implemented in the installation stage of the application which has been designed to the computer provided.

3.3. Research
The study was conducted at Pugung Junior High School 1. Pugung Junior High School 1 is an intermediate school addressed at Jl. Rantau Tijang, Pugung District Tanggamus Regency 34197. In learning activities that exist in Junior High School 1 Pugung still using conventional learning methods that are not so effective. Therefore, an interactive learning method is required so that students can focus on learning Lampung language.

4. Research methods

4.1. System requirement analysis

System analysis is a process to define all the activities undertaken by each party in the business process. Multimedia-based learning application is divided into two, namely:

a) Functional Requirements

From the system built then defined the form of functional requirements as follows:

1) The system can present the subject matter
2) The system can present the Lampung script
3) System can present history of Lampung.
4) System can present the meaning of word or dictionary (Indonesia language - Lampung language).
5) System can present about application

b) Non functional needs

From the system built then defined the form of non-functional needs as shown in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Need</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>Having fast respond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information</td>
<td>Appeared information according to learning need</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economy</td>
<td>Using system can decrease learning book cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>System control must be easy to use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service</td>
<td>System must be easy to use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Hardware and software requirement analysis

Described below were the hardware and software used by the author in making multimedia-based learning applications as follows:

a) Hardware Requirements

In general, the built applications did not have special specifications to be run by users because it is very light. However, it is recommended to meet the following hardware:

1) Intel Pentium IV Processor
2) 1 GB of RAM
3) 1 GB hard drive
4) VGA Card
5) Soundcard
6) Monitor, Mouse and Keyboard

b) Software Requirements

The main application program in the design is the program Adobe Flash Professional CC 2015). Other applications that support system design were:

1) Adobe Photoshop CS 6
2) Corel Draw X7

4.3. Designing

4.3.1. Main menu design

The design of the main menu window on multimedia-based language learning applications is shown in figure 1.

4.3.2. Designing material window

The design of the material window on multimedia-based language learning applications is shown in figure 2.

4.3.3. Lampung script window design

The design of Lampung window in the application of multimedia-based Lampung language learning is shown in figure 3.

4.3.4. The design of Lampung history window

Lampung history window design on multimedia-based lampung language application is shown in figure 4.
4.3.5. Dictionary window design

Lampung dictionary window design in multimedia language learning application of Lampung is shown in figure 5.

![Dictionary Window Design Lampung Language](image)

Fig. 5: Dictionary Window Design Lampung Language.

4.3.6. Draft about applications

Here is a window design of the app as shown in figure 6.

![Application Window Design](image)

Fig. 6: Application Window Design.

5. Implementation

5.1. Main menu display

Here is the main menu display multimedia Lampung language application as shown in figure 7.

![Main Menu Display](image)

Fig. 7: Main Menu Display.

5.2. Material window view

Below is the look of the window material of the Lampung language as shown in figure 8.

![Lampung Language Material Window View](image)

Fig. 8: Lampung Language Material Window View.

5.3. Lampung letter window view

Here is the look of the Lampung letter window as shown in figure 9.

![Lampung Window View](image)

Fig. 9: Lampung Window View.

5.4. Lampung history window view

Here is a look from the windows history of Lampung as shown in figure 10.

![Lampung History Window View](image)

Fig. 10: Lampung History Window View.

5.5. Dictionary window view

Here is a window display of Lampung language dictionary as shown in figure 11.
5.6. App about windows view

Here is a window display of applications in multimedia-based learning applications as shown in figure 12.

5.7. Testing

Test phase is the stage where the application that has been made is put to test as can be seen in the following table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Case</th>
<th>Expected Result</th>
<th>Right/Wrong</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User click next button at opening page</td>
<td>Will be continued to home page</td>
<td>Right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User click material menu button</td>
<td>Will be directed to material page</td>
<td>Right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User press Lampung letter menu button</td>
<td>Will be directed to Lampung letter page</td>
<td>Right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User press history button</td>
<td>Will be directed to Lampung history page</td>
<td>Right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User click Lampung dictionary button</td>
<td>Will be directed to dictionary page</td>
<td>Right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User click exit button</td>
<td>Will be exit from application</td>
<td>Right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User click Lampung letter (aksara)</td>
<td>Will sound voice</td>
<td>Right</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Conclusion

With the application of multimedia-based learning it is wished that it can make learning method of Lampung language become more interactive so it can be expected to grow student interest to learn Lampung language. From the discussion that has been described above, as for suggestions as follows: 1) The graphs in the app can be changed to make them more interesting. 2) Subject material of existing Lampung language must always be updated.
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